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ABSTRACT 
Ever since Shamir first introduced the Identity Based Cryptography (IBC), it has attracted researchers significantly. In 
Traditional Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), the public key could not implicitly be related to the identity of the user. IBC can 
get rid of certificates besides making the key management simple. As the traditional PKI is time-consuming and error-prone, 
IBC can reduce such barriers by relying on a trusted third party known as Private Key Generator (PKG). ID-based 
cryptography enables users to use a publicly known identity such as email as public key without the need for exchanging public 
key certificates. Most of the existing IBS schemes are based on bilinear nondegenerate maps which are the underlying 
mathematical functions and they are computationally efficient. Recently Nicanfar and Leung proposed Enhanced Identify 
Based Cryptography (EIBC) for efficient key management. In this paper we propose a mathematical model for enhanced 
identity based cryptography towards multicast group key management which can be used in various real world applications. 
Our simulation results reveal that the proposed scheme is highly secure. We intend to improve it further to make it robust multi 
level identity based cryptography for secure digital signature authentication.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography has been around for many years to provide secure communications over various networks. Since the 
security of data plays an important role, the cryptography came into existence. Cryptanalysis is the process of studying 
the security systems to know the vulnerabilities. Cryptography has evolved into a reliable science in securing 
communications when applied in a right way. In the same fashion, hacking is improved which tries to break security 
systems. The adversaries are using new means of breaking systems. Cryptography provides two different ways of 
encryption mechanisms. They are known as private key encryption and public key encryption. The private key 
encryption is simple but it throws challenges while sharing security keys. Key exchange is the main problem involved 
in private key encryption. This is because both the sender and receiver use the same key for encryption and decryption 
processes respectively. Therefore it is essential for the sender to send the key also to receiver. As the key is sent in plain 
text format, it causes potential risk and hence, this kind of encryption mechanism cannot provide complete security. 
The private key encryption is also known as symmetric cryptography. Figure 1 visualizes the private key encryption and 
decryption mechanisms.  

 

Figure 1 – Illustrates symmetric cryptography [30] 

As can be seen in Figure 1, it is evident that the symmetric key used by the sender for the process of encryption is used 
by the receiver for decryption. Here comes the problem of sharing private key securely. When the key sharing can be 
avoided, it would be more secure. Thus the public key cryptography came into existence.  
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The public key cryptography on the other hand follows different approach in which the key sharing is effectively 
avoided. In this kind of cryptography both the sender and receiver have a pair of keys. The pair consists of a private key 
used for decryption and a public key used for encryption. The public key is informed to others while the private key is 
kept confidential. The pair of keys is highly cohesive in nature. In other words, they are related. When encryption is 
done with public key of any participant, only private key of that participant can decrypt the encrypted message. Since 
the parties involved in communication have two keys, they can avoid key sharing problem. This kind of cryptography is 
known as asymmetric cryptography. Figure 2 illustrates the encryption and decryption mechanisms as part of public 
key cryptography.  

 

Figure 2 – Illustrates the asymmetric key cryptography 

As can be seen in Figure 2, it is evident that the sender of the message uses public key of the receiver in order to 
encrypt message. The encrypted message is sent to the intended recipient. The recipient will be able to decrypt it as the 
message was encrypted by his public key. This intuitive relationship between private key and public key makes this 
kind of cryptography more secure when compared with the private key cryptography. In fact this kind of security is 
widely used in the real world. The security of public key cryptography depends on its mathematical complexity. It is 
proven that it is mathematically so complex and adversaries cannot afford to spend time to break it. However, the 
public key cryptography is broken easily when keys are stolen by or known to others. This problem can be overcome by 
using more sophisticated security infrastructure known as public key infrastructure (PKI).  

1.1 Public Key Infrastructure 
Public key infrastructure refers to a set of components that are involved in complete fool proof security in digital 
communications over private or public networks. Especially this is required in untrusted networks like Internet. PKI 
enables users to exchange data securely. Here digital certificates are used for authentication and the communication 
between two parties will be highly secure. The digital certificates provided by PKI play an important role in identifying 
parties involved in communication. The PKI uses public key cryptography along with digital certificates for user 
authentication. Thus it provides high security besides eliminating the need for sharing secret keys. A public key 
infrastructure has many components namely certificate authority (CA), a registration authority (RA), digital certificate, 
a certificate revocation list (CRL), an online certificate status protocol (OCSP), a digital signature, and the secure token 
(ST3). Figure 3 illustrates the general security mechanisms of PKI.  

 
Figure 3 – Illustrates security mechanisms and components involved in PKI [31] 

As can be seen in Figure 3, it is evident that the CA is responsible to issue and verify digital certificates to online users. 
RA will help CA for certificate verification. In fact it acts as verifier for CA. The VA is responsible to verify the 
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validity of security certificate using a list of invalid certificates. Digital certificate contains identify information of a 
user along with binding it with public key. The CRL represents a list of certificates that have been revoked. OCSP 
verifies the certificate validity even when the certificate is subjected to tampering or revocation. Digital signature is the 
data that is used to prove the identity of a user. With all these components playing specific roles the PKI is made highly 
secure infrastructure that makes use of public key cryptography and digital certificates.  

An important drawback public key cryptography is that it depends on a PKI that is shared across the users of it. 
Moreover it is complex and there is much pre-processing before sender and receiver participate in communication. IBC 
has proved to be a promising alternative which relies on a trusted third party known as Private Key Generator (PKG) 
which gets rid of exchange of digital certificates.  Our contributions in this paper are as follows. 

 We proposed a scheme for enhanced identity based cryptography towards multicast group key management which 
is a promising alternative to PKI in distributed environments. 

 The proposed scheme is suitable for real world applications that are associated with grid computing, cloud 
computing which are distributed in nature. Such systems can leverage scalability through the proposed IBC.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews literature pertaining to IBC and its evolution and 
applications. Section 3 presents our proposed IBC scheme. Section 4 concludes the paper besides giving directions for 
future work.  

2. RELATED WORKS 
This section review prior works on the IBS schemes. First of all in 1984 Shamir [28] introduced IBC that can help in 
getting rid of traditional certificates. IBC allows any string as public key. IP address and email-address kind of strings 
are examples for such strings. In IBC users can produce public key while private key is generated by a trusted third 
party known as Private Key Generator (PKG). PKG can do this with the help of its master key and make the certificate 
and key generation process simple. Since 1984 many IBC schemes came into existence. However, in 2001 a reliable 
scheme was proposed by Boneh and Franklin [25] which makes use of bilinear maps which is on top of elliptic curves. 
Later in 2002 Paterson [27] proposed a new IBS scheme based on pairings on elliptic curves. However, there was no 
security proof formally discussed. Another research came based on pairings on IBS scheme from Hess [26]. Gap Diffie-
Hellman Groups [24] presented another IBS scheme which proved to be secure against forgery and other attacks such 
as fixed ID-attack. Huang et al. [29] proposed another IBS scheme which is efficient and based on bilinear pairings.  

Gopal et al. [1] in 2012 proposed an ID based scheme using bilinear pairings which was proved to be effective in 
preventing forgery and ID attacks. Ma [2] focused on an identity based group signatures in generic way. In random 
oracle model, it was proved to be highly secure. Xie and Chen [3] proposed a hierarchical ID based cryptography which 
was aided by a server. The importance of this scheme is that it overcomes the overhead at users as server involves in 
encryption process. Fu et al. [4] investigated tripartite ID based key agreement scheme with security properties like 
unknown key share and forward secrecy. Chu et al. [5] proposed an improved identity based authentication scheme for 
Internet where multiple and heterogeneous networks are involved. They simulated this using OPNET. Yanfeng et al. 
[6] tried to implement ID based encryption scheme without bi-linear pairings. They focused on signncryption which is 
the combination of digital signature and encryption. Their scheme is proxy identity based certificateless signcryption 
without bilinear pairings which was proved to be secure and efficient.  

Li and Pang [7] studied multi-receiver ID based encryption scheme which was originally proposed by Wang et al. and 
proved that the scheme could not achieve anonymity. Chin et al. [8] proposed the notion of fast revocation for ID based 
encryption scheme. Elkamchouch et al. [9] proposed a scheme which was very much similar to that of [6]. Tang et al. 
[10] proposed a new cryptographic primitive known as Signcryption with Restrictive Uncigncryption (SRU) which is 
meant for secure communications where the encrypted messages also carry some restrictions that need a third party 
appointed by sender to decrypt at the receiver end. Wang et al. [11] proposed a scheme based on identity for two-party 
authentication which was proved to be secure under the LWE assumption. Anand et al. [12] made a good review of 
identity-based mechanisms available. Elashry et al. [13] provided security proofs for identity-based mediated RSA 
which came into existence in 2001. They made experiments on division intractable hash function. Tsai et al. [14] 
proved that the non-interactive scheme (IBSAS) was vulnerable to forgery attack and improved it to overcome this 
problem. Li et al. [15] proposed a light weight protocol based on identity. They achieved it using one time 
authentication, key pool, and an authentication token generation algorithm. Another such work was carried out in [16] 
by Adiga et al. but they applied it to WSN and the scheme was based on elliptic curves.  

Arnai and Nunez [17] used one time password and identity-based encryption for logs harvesting. For this they 
combined both symmetric and asymmetric security schemes. Liu et al. [18] explored post-quantum identity-based 
scheme from lattices which was proved to be strongly unforgeable. They used two trapdoors for finding out short bases. 
Sun et al. [19] focused on revocable IBC. Yajam et al. [20] analyzed security of Identity-based Mix Net and proved that 
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semi-honest model is prone to vulnerabilities. Silva and Albini [21] proposed an ID based scheme for MANETs which 
was fully self-organized system which does not depend on trusted third party and does not cause much overhead on the 
system. Ma [22] proposed two identity based schemes where were efficient and robust against forgery, id and adaptive 
chosen message attacks. Han et al. [23] proposed identity-based secure distributed data storage (IBSDDS) schemes that 
were secure against collusion attacks where access permissions are provided by the owner of data. In this paper we 
presented an IBS for secure digital signature authentication sans the need for digital certificates.  

3. PROPOSED IDENTITY BASED CRYPTOGRAPHY 
This section provides the background of identity based cryptography and its operations before presenting the proposed 
approach. The IBC was first introduced by Adi Shamir in 1984. Its important characteristic is its ability to use identity 
attributes for security verification. The attributes that can be used include company name, phone number, email address 
etc. that can be easily memorized. This will get rid of complex digital certificates and managing them. Novice users 
also understand it easily as the identities are intuitive in nature. Shamir used existing RSA for IBS scheme and was 
willing to solve IBE problem. Later on Cocks and Boneh and Franklin solved the problem of IBE. Then it became an 
important research topic.  

3.1 IBC Operations  
IBC depends on an external party (trusted third party) for generating private keys through Private Key Generator 
(PKG). Prior to the operations PKG is supposed to generate public key and private key pair. These keys are denoted as 
skPKG and pkPKG respectively. They are also known as master private key and master public key. The encryption and 
decryption dynamics are as follows.  

1. Alice has message M (plain text) for Bob. Alice can use identity IDBob of Bob and public key pkPKG generated by 
PKG in order to encrypt M and gets cipher text C as a result. Then Alice sends C to the other party. Here it is to be 
kept in mind that both IDBob and pkPKG are known to Alice prior to encryption without any coordination from Bob.  

2. On receiving C from Alice, Bob uses PKG to authenticate it and sending required proof that IDBob belongs to him. 
Afterwards PKG provides private key skIDBob to Bob through a secure channel. Here PKG needs to know that Bob is 
genuine. Towards it, if the IDBob was based on email, PKG sends a nonce to that mail so as to confirm that it 
belongs to Bob. SSL can be assumed to return the nonce. For another level of assurance, it is possible that Bob can 
present credentials personally in order to acquire skIDBob in a CD.  

3. Then Bob is able to decrypt C using skIDBob and obtains plain text M from C.  
 

 

Fig. 4. Illustrates the ID based secure authentication 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, PKG is the trusted third party which coordinates the successful completion of IBC procedures. 
There is one possible variation in which PKG also decrypt the C and send it to Bob securely after due authentication. 
This can help improve user-friendliness of the process. The major weakness of IBC is that all private keys should be 
escrowed by the PKG. The procedure is as described below. 

 Alice gets here private key skIDAlice from PKG after due authentication. 
 With the private key a signature σ for M is generated by Alice and sent to Bob along with C.  
 Bob receives M and σ and verifies the genuineness of σ using public key pkPKG and identity IDBob of Alice. Thus Bob 

can either Accept or Reject without need for having a certificate for Alice as illustrated in Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 5. Improved IBC procedure 

All IBC schemes that came into existence are computationally efficient as they are based on bilinear nondegenerate 
maps. These bilinear nondegenerate maps are nothing but function pairing elements from same prime order. The 
security of such schemes is based on an assumption that bilinear maps are one-way functions. This assumption is also 
known as Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Assumption. The overview of pairing is as follows.  

Let M1 and M2 are two groups related to a large prime number. The former is considered an additive group while the 
latter is denoted as multiplicative group. Pairing is either Tate pairing or modified Weil pairing essentially a map 

 containing properties as follows. 

Bilinear 

Given  X,Y,Z  M1, we have   

and   Hence, for any a, b  P*
n , 

. 

Non-degenerate 

There exists a X  M1 such that   . 

Computable 

If X, Y  M1,   can be efficiently computed. 

For any a P*
n and X  M1, we write aX as the scalar multiplication of group element X by integer a. Typically, M1 is 

obtained as a subgroup of the group of points on a suitable elliptic curve over a finite field, and M2 is obtained from a 
related finite field. 

3.2 The Gentry-Silverberg HIBE & HIBS 
A hierarchical identity based cryptography (HIBC) was proposed by Gentry and Silverberg where private key 
distribution problem is made easy besides improving scalability of the original IBC of [2]. In case of HIBC PKG role is 
limited to producing domain-level private keys only. Based on this, our proposed scheme is as follows.  

Root Setup 

The root PKG chooses a generator X0  M1, picks a random s0  P*
n, and sets Y0 = s0 X0. It also selects 

cryptographic hash functions  ,  for some i, and  . The root 
PKG's master secret key is s0 and the system parameters are   . 

Root Setup 

The root PKG chooses a generator X0  M1, picks a random s0  P*
n, and sets Y0 = s0 X0. It also selects 

cryptographic hash functions  ,  for some i, and  . The root 
PKG's master secret key is s0 and the system parameters are   . 
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Lower-Level Setup 

A lower-level entity (lower-level PKG or user) at level t picks a random st  P*
n which will be kept secret. 

Extract 

For an entity at level t with ID-tuple  where  is the ID-tuple of the 
entity's ancestor at level k(1≤ k≤ t) , the entity's parent computes  , sets the secret 
point rt to be , and defines Y-values as  for 1≤ k≤ t-1.  

Encrypt 

Given a message m with the ID-tuple , the message can be encrypted by first computing 
 for 1≤ k≤ t, then choosing a random r  P*

n ; and the cipher text is set to: 
 where ,in which its value can be pre-computed. 

Decrypt 

Given a cipher text  encrypted using the ID-tuple  , the cipher text can be 
decrypted by computing: 

 

 

Sign 

Given a private key St and a message m  {0,1}*, the signer with ID-tuple  

 computes  and St + st. The algorithm outputs  
 as the signature.  

Verify  

Given a signature  of a message m signed by an entity who has a public key  

 the verifier checks if: 

 

Pre-computation of can be done for improving performance of verification. When 
the verification is performed only two pairing computations are required. The scheme is efficient in providing security.   

EIBC MECHANISM: 

PRNG:  Here m & n are PRNG parameters that we will include them in system parameter set. 

 

si and  is the secret values of system parameters. i,m,n,q are belongs to Z and  belongs to . 

 

PMF: The below functions are characters tics of hash functions. Here hi is a hash function that relate to the  
function. 
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 is hash function is a combination of  is the hash function of s and  is the hash function of Q. 

 

 is the system hash function is updated using hash function of . 

 

EIBC system has two secret values such as  and  . which act similar to the original model secret value s. Trent 
keeps  for himself and shares  , which is a PRNG value (shown by (10)), along with the required PRNG parameters 
m & n with Alice and Bob. Furthermore, system has three timers called Short-Term Refreshment ST R, Medium-Term 
Refreshment MT R and Long-Term Refreshment LTR timers. 

SETUP: Trent selects secret values ”  &    ”, and calculates his own public key as follows: 

 

 

We introduce  as live Trent’s public key seed value, and Pi as live Trent’s public key. We assume that Alice and Bob 
are able to obtain an authentic copy of the live Trent’s public key seed value. Trent also picks three hash functions  , 
H2 and H3 as well as the live values of and  , and parameters m & n refer to (10). Finally, Trent forms the system 
parameter set  shown by (13). 

 

Present updating the system parameters formula in align with (10), which is described in-detail in the key refreshment 
part of this section. 
 

 

 

Alice and Bob have access to , and since they have (or they are capable of getting)  , consequently they are able 
to calculate the live Trent’s public key (shown by (12e)). Based on (15), Alice and Bob apply  to each other ID to 
find out the live public key of other party. For instance:      
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Private key extraction: Trent calculates each entity, for instance Bob, live (ith) private key seed value shown by (16), 
and sends it to the entity (Bob) via the secure channel. 

Bob calculates his own live private key using the system parameters and following (17) and (18): 

 

Then, Bob verifies his own live private key as follows:   

 

Enhanced ID-Based Encryption (EIBE):  Encryption: Let us assume Alice wants to sent message M  to Bob. 
First of all, she calculates the liveBob’s public key (based on (15) using Bob ID!). Then, she chooses a random variable 
r   , and calculates U and V as follow: 

 

 

Finally, she sends C = (U, V ) to Bob as an encrypted message of M. 
Decryption: Bob utilizes his own live private key based on (17) and (18), and decrypts M as follows: 

 

Enhanced ID-Base Signature (EIBS): 

Signature: Alice uses H3 and calculates σi as her signa-ture for message M based upon: 

 

She sends σi along with the message M to Bob, refer to the ith state of system.Verification: Bob verifies the signature 
using (24): 
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Key refreshment: 
Periodically, system needs to refresh the keys refer to the values of ST R, MT R and LT R timers. 
ST R process: Every ST R, system refreshes Trent’s shared secret values and updates the hash function, in order to 
refresh the whole keys (the entire parties’ public and private keys) as followed: 

 
 
Finally, she updates the system state (i) value: "i + 1" i 
MT R process: Every MT R, Trent reselects system PRNG parameters and shares them with Alice and Bob, in order to 
refresh their private keys. 

LT R process: Every LT R, Trent reselects the system shared and non-shared secret values (si and esi), and updates 
hash function Hi1 , in order to refresh the whole keys (entire parties public and private keys) as followed: 
 

 
 

 
4. ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW OF THE PROPSOED SCHEME 
The proposed scheme is based on Enhanced Identity Based Cryptography (EIBC). A multicast group receiver or group 
source key pair is maintained. Each group is identified by an ID. Each group has a receiver multicast key which is 
actually managed by security and authentication server. Each multi-cast group is associated with two keys known as 
source multicast key (SMK) and receiver multicast key (RMK). The encryption of message is done by multicast group 
sender (MGS) and that is decrypted by RMK. When SMK is compromised, MGS signs the message using its own 
private key. The MGS obtains group initial parameters from SAS.  

 

Figure 1 – Overview of the proposed scheme 
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As shown in Figure 1, it is evident that the run time overview involves many entities such as private key generator, 
multicast group sender, multicast group receiver, security authentication server, attack analyzer, network controller and 
various nodes in the network. Two users are considered for security analysis. Secure channel is established between two 
users through private key generator. Network controller coordinates secure communication. The enhanced identify 
based cryptography is achieved in multicast environment. As shown in Figure 1, there is group key management which 
is more efficient. The proposed scheme can identify compromised nodes and protect the network from malicious 
attacks.  When adversaries launch attack between multicast group sender and security authentication server or attack is 
made through a compromised node, the attack analyzer can analyze the traffic and prevent attacks. Attack analyzer 
checks the behaviour of node and finds whether it is a genuine node or compromised node by communicating with 
controller. Multicast group sender transmits packets continuously. When some packets are dropped, this behaviour is 
suspected and analyzed by the analyzer and takes necessary action.   

5. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
Experiments are made with NS2 simulations in terms of success analysis rate, delay analysis, and packet delivery ratio. 
The environment used for simulation and the parameters are as specified in the table below.  

Table 1: Shows simulation environment 

PARAMETER SPECIFICATION 

Simulation tools used NS2 Network Simulator (ns-2.35) 

Simulation time 10 sec, 20 sec, 30 sec 

Number of nodes 10,20,30,40 

Transmission range 250m 

Maximum speed 0-20 m/sec 

Application traffic CBR [constant bit rate] [20] 

Packet size 512bytes 

Node mobility model 10 packets/sec 

Protocol AODV 

Number of runs 36 
As shown in Table 2, NS2 is the simulation tool used to implement the proposed scheme in this paper. The experiments 
are made in terms of identity based cryptography for secure digital signature authentication.  

Table 2: Shows simulation results 

Delay Analysis  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Existing 24 22.9 18 13 11.5 9.8 4.2 1.5 

Proposed 
[32] 

22.5 20.2 18.8 16.3 12.5 8.3 5.5 2 

Performance Analysis on PDR 

Existing 0 0.3 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.8 0.85 

Proposed 
[32] 

0.1 0.5 0.65 0.75 0.8 0.84 0.9 0.96 

Performance analysis on Routing 

Existing 50 45 36 30 25 20 19 13 
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Proposed 
[32] 

49 40 31 22 18 14 11 9 

CPU utilization  

Existing 0 0.5 1 15 51.2 62.5 72.5 74.5 

Proposed 
[32] 

0.2 0.9 1.9 19 56.2 70.5 82.5 88.5 

As shown in Table 2, the simulation results pertaining to CPU utilization, routing performance, delay analysis and 
packet delivery ratio. The results are compared with an existing scheme [32].   

 

Figure 6 – Performance pertaining to PDR 

As can be seen in Figure 6 (a), it is evident that the delay performance of the proposed system is higher when compared 
with existing scheme. With respect to PDR as shown in Figure 6 (b), PDR is improved in the proposed system.  

 

Figure 7– Performance of the proposed system 

As can be seen in Figure 7 (a), it is evident that the routing communication overhead of the proposed system is lower 
when compared with existing scheme. With respect to CPU utilization as shown in Figure 6 (b), the proposed system 
utilizes more CPU time as a trade off between security and performance.  

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we studied Identity-Based Cryptography which has become a flexible cryptographic primitive. Due to the 
complexity and limitations with traditional PKI, the identity based cryptography which was first introduced by Shamir 
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provides promising solutions to secure communications in networks. IBC can get rid of certificates besides making the 
key management simple. From the study of IBC it is understood that IBC can simplify the security mechanism which 
can be used by novice users as well since it enables them to use publicly known identity of users such as email id as 
public key. Most of the existing IBS schemes are based on bilinear nondegenerate maps which are the underlying 
mathematical functions and they are computationally efficient. In this paper, we proposed a robust enhanced identity-
based cryptography scheme and applied to multicast group key management. It will be suitable in many real time 
applications. Moreover such scheme can render services in a scalable fashion. Our simulations reveal the performance 
of the proposed system. This research can be extended further to achieve multi-level identity based cryptography for 
secure digital signature authentication.  
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